AGILE LIETUVA ASSOCIATION

Partnership
Offer
Community of Agile Minded
Enthusiasts

Who Are We?
AGILE COMMUNITY
Our community consist of like
minded volunteers. We share
modern attitude to organization
management, effective processes,
leadership, need of being flexible
and focus on business value. We
believe, that experiments,
overcome the impediments, selforganization and knowledge sharing
gives all of us direction to constant
improvement.
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Why Do We Share?
BECAUSE WE REALISE:
- companies losing money and clients because the projects were
not delivered on time or didn‘t have value anymore
- companies struggling when they tried to eat elephant in one
peace instead of bite after bite
- projects running downhill because of lack of proper distribution
and prioritization
- startups failing because they don‘t know about MVP, market tests,
customer empathy, etc.
- companies are losing their pace because of broken culture
- good practices failing, because teams picked only preferred
elements instead of adopting whole process
- good initiatives dying just because some enthusiast believed in it
when the rest of organization resisted to change.
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Why Do We Share?
AND BECAUSE WE BELIEVE:
- it is easier to find a solution, when you have someone you can ask
for other opinion. We tell and discuss our experiences both good
and bad.
- our speakers share they know-how, inspire us to come out of the
box and improve. Together we address the roots of hesitance and
empower progress towards sustainable organization growth.
As a community partner, you‘ll make a huge impact by helping
Lithuanian organization leaders, managers and development teams
to improve their own path to sustainable success through
knowledge and experience sharing. Join our existing Corporate
Partners whose corporate cultures, like yours, demand
commitment to wise management, strong culture and community
support.
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AGILE LIETUVA

WHAT DO WE DO?
Community of Volunteers
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Agile Tour Vilnius
BIGGEST AGILE CONFERENCE IN BALTICS
ORGANISED BY VOLUNTEERS

It will be online conference in 2020. Highly
experienced speakers, practitioners are sharing deep
expertise in project management, product
management, organizational management,
leadership, team management and development field.
Representative of different management levels and
members of development teams can find relevant
themes or workshops for they role. We tend to
gather greatest speakers and audience without
boarders this year.
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Agile Day Kaunas
CONFERENCE FOR EXPERIANCED

Obviously, the event is dedicated to Agile Software
Development.
In this event, we say NO to "I talk you listen" sessions
and encourage any sessions that require interaction
between participants.
The event is dedicated to those who already
practiced agile methodologies or were a part of the
environment that did. This will lift participant
expectations and encourage discussions that go a bit
deeper.
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Agile
Lietuva
Meetups

Periodic events for everyone who is interested in organizational
leadership, project management, agile, scrum, team management,
etc.
We invite speakers, gather together community and other
enthusiasts to tell about experiences, practices, share the
knowledge and network.
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Agile
Breakfast

Educational event for representatives of governmental institutions
and service providers. We know, that Agile project management is
possible in governmental sector. We know the real examples and
the owners want to share they difficult path towards success.
We want to raise awareness of these institutions and promote
wise, provident project management and saving of Lithuania’s
budget. Because we share our knowledge with government, this
work can and does lead to changes in national policy that can
reach every citizen in the country.
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Other
Projects
and
Activities

Communication and marketing, translations of relevant
educational literature, lectures at universities and colleges, other
community events and projects, etc.
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As a Partner
YOU WILL:

- be presented as a community partner and be
engaged into community’s life: meetups, Agile
tour conference, social media channels and
other activities.
- be seen as business who is mature enough to
commit to constant learning and knowledge
sharing.
- get brand exposure while reaching a
targeted audience of potential customers and
employees.
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We Invite You
TO:
become a yearly partner, share
your problems with our open
community of enthusiastic
specialists and find best ways to
create value.
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Our Numbers
TO CONSIDER

2700+ pages likes
860+ group members
1300-1700 organic
554+ followers
reach
13000+ post impressions
26000+ paid reach
Demographics:
50% IT related jobs
20% - business
development

2500+ registered
members (largest in
Lithuania)
20 meetups in Y2019
30-100 attendees per
event
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Visitors - 600+
(biggest in Baltics)
Speakers - 30+
3 tracks + workshops
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PARTNERSHIP PLANS
PARTNERSHIP - 500 Eur

CONFERENCE - 2000 Eur

EVENTS' - 4000 Eur

COMMUNITY - 6000 Eur

5 free Agile Tour tickets

8 free Agile Tour tickets

12 free Agile Tour tickets

8 % discount for other

12 % discount for other

15 % discount for other

(yearly)

(yearly)

Tickets

3 free Agile Tour tickets

Mentioning during conference

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Logo visibility

On screens during break, web page,
newsletters

On screens during break, web page,
newsletters

On screens during break, web page,
newsletters, stream background,
other events

On screens during break, web page,
newsletters, stream background,
other events

Branded content post on social
media

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Branded track

No

Yes

No

Yes (main)

Partner's stream

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Video on screens during break

No

No

Yes, up 1 min

Yes, up to 1 min

Speaker on stage

No

No

Yes

Yes

Logo on slides

No

No

Yes

Yes

(if agreed before 1st of September)
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AGILE LIETUVA TEAM
Passionate, enthusiastic volunteers
and. They create Agile Tour and
Agile Day conferencea, meetups,
"Agile Breakfast", other events and
all other cool stuff!
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Keep in
Touch
HOW TO REACH US
Email Address

partnership@agile.lt
Phone Number

+370 682 28148
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